
Overcoming data management and data quality challenges

Putting ESG Data to Work

INTRODUCTION

Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG) based investing 
has been making steady inroads and is forecast to hit 40.5T 
AUM by end 20201.  This covers both actively selecting firms 
to achieve ESG related goals in impact investing as well as 
more passively tracking and reporting on ESG criteria. 

COVID-19 has accelerated inflows into ESG labelled 
investments, and this includes pension fund money as well 
as retail investor money. The pension sector, with its long 
investment horizon, was one of the early forces behind 
the United Nations’ Principles for Responsible Investment. 
Recent legislative developments, for example in the EU, as 
well as climate change initiatives further stimulate tracking 
against objectives, especially the E in ESG. However, we 
have also seen a rise in net inflows in ESG mutual funds for 
retail investors which have outperformed more traditional 
industries that suffered disproportionately during the overall 
COVID-19 market setback.

However, the drivers and use cases behind the use of ESG 
criteria of investors are very diverse as the table below shows:

Integrating ESG datasets 
into investment operations

1 Sophie Baker, Global ESG-data driven assets hit $40.5 trillion, 
Pension&Investments, 2020

Environmental Social Governance

Carbon emissions Human rights Executive compensation

Energy intensity Gender diversity Board diversity

Sustainability Employee relations Board independence and 
composition

Climate change risks Employee health and 
well-being

Financial policies

Water scarcity and waste 
management

Supply chain labor 
standards

Anti-corruption measures

Biodiversity protection Child and forced labor Transparency and 
disclosure

Table 2: example ESG indicators

Table 1: CFA Institute, June 2018: Why and how investors use ESG?

The data landscape covers summary information, screening 
indicators such as board composition and energy use, third-
party ratings as well as primary data such as emissions. 
Although there has been some consolidation in the ESG 
data field, there is still a wide range of primary data sources, 
aggregators and reporting standards. 

ROLE OF ESG IN INVESTMENT OPERATIONS

Depending on the investment style, ESG information plays 
a key role in research, fund product development, external 
manager selection, asset selection, performance tracking, 
client reporting, regulatory reporting, as well as voting. In 
short, ESG data is needed through the entire chain and 
must be made available to different stakeholders across the 
investment process.

Increasingly, ESG is becoming an investment factor in its own 
right. This means ESG indicators and ESG-based selection 
criteria need to be distilled from a broader set of primary 
data points (for example on water usage, diversity, disclosure 
standards, waste and carbon emissions), self-declarations in 
the annual report and third-party assessments. Additionally, 
ESG information needs to be standardized, to roll up 
company-based information to portfolio-level information, 
track ESG criteria against third-party indices or to conform to 
external reporting requirements.



Data management challenges 

From a data management and operations perspective, 
the constituents in the ESG acronym –E, S and G - are 
not an inseparable trio. Governance standards would 
seem to be a prerequisite to any investment whereas the 
S and the E components are more typically associated 
with responsible investing (SRI), impact investing or 
promoting the improvement of social or environmental 
standards. 

Legislatures are trying to promote sustainable investment 
and simplifying the asset allocation process by creating 
taxonomies that specify which economic activities can 
be viewed as environmentally sustainable. For example, 
the EU ESG taxonomy refers to six environmental 
objectives. This will enable Asset Managers to make (and 
their investors and clients to identify) environmentally 
sustainable investments. From a data management 
perspective, this classification refines and is an additional 
lens on the traditional industry sector classifications. 

Other ingredients are hard numbers such as Carbon 
footprinting (detailing scope 1, 2 and 3 emissions), gender 
diversity, water usage and board composition. More 
qualitative data elements include sustainability scores, 
ratings and other third-party assessments that use some 
condensed statistics. ESG data can also include factors 
as simple as NPS scores on management teams and 
companies from an ESG perspective. Generally, a key 
ingredient is the accurate linking of financial instruments 
to entities – as most ESG data is reported at the entity level. 

As ESG investment criteria become operationalized, 
ESG data management is rapidly evolving. Whenever 
new data categories or risk metrics are introduced, data 
management practices typically start with improvisation 
through desk level tools including spreadsheets, local 
databases and other workarounds. This is gradually 
streamlined, centralized, operationalized and ultimately 
embedded into core processes to become BAU. Currently, 
the investment management industry is somewhere 
halfway in that process.

Our end-to-end data operations dashboard for complete data sourcing transparency



ESG data quality issues

Data quality and metadata 
aspects

Typical examples in financial data 
management

ESG specific examples

Automated sourcing to lower BAU and 
integration cost and prevent breaks in 
data loading

Standard integration with data feeds including, IHS 
Markit, Refinitiv, ICE Data Services, Bloomberg and SIX 
Financial Information

The ESG data landscape is fragmented. Integration must include 
ESG coverage in enterprise providers as well as ESG ratings such 
as MSCI and datasets such as Sustainalytics.

Data completion Backfilling time series and proxying missing fields Building up historical data through estimates to simulate longer-
term performance and trends.

From raw data to summary information Condensing market data into risk factors and calculating 
XVA for prudent valuation

Recasting company-level carbon emissions such as scope 1, 2 
and 3 into a peer group comparative rating. Mapping self-
declared raw numbers into a scale/index and industry score.

Metadata management Data lineage to track data back to its sources and explain 
values. Permissions according to appropriate usage or 
content license restrictions

Public record information out of annual reports and other 
statements.

Quality measurements Tracking the accuracy, completeness and timeliness of 
data sets

What checks have data sets passed? Has it been independently 
assessed? How credible is it compared to peers in the same 
industry or country that use similar supply chains etc?

Easy data access Modern APIs for programmatic integration and easy 
discoverability of data

Modern APIs for programmatic integration and easy 
discoverability of data for users, reports and applications across 
the investment management process.

Cross-referencing and linking data sets Linking different instrument identifiers to combine prices 
from different market makers and trading venues, finding 
related instruments (e.g. derivatives and their underlying 
instruments) or comparable securities.

Linking instruments to entities to derive instrument-level data 
(e.g. green bond flag) from issuer-level reported materials.

KPIs Summary stats on industry sectors, rating classes, asset 
classes and other ways to slice portfolios

Tracking the 50 metrics (32 mandatory indicators and 18 optional 
ones) as per EU directive.

Different data structures Integrating price feeds, reference data feeds and 
corporate action data

Blending self-declarations from Annual Reports and third-party 
assessments such as Sustainalytics

Given the diversity in ESG data sources and the corresponding variety in data structures, as well as different external 
reporting requirements, many ESG data quality issues prevent effective integration into the end-to-end investment 
operation.

In the table below, we highlight some of the more common data quality and metadata considerations with typical examples 
of those in financial services and how they surface in the ESG data space.

Table 3: example ESG data management challenges

ESG data management capabilities should facilitate the easy 
roll-up of information from instrument to portfolio and blend 
ESG with pricing and reference data sets, so it becomes an 
integral part of the end-to-end investment management 
process.

Data derivation capabilities and business rules can spot 
gaps and highlight outliers, whether it concerns historical 
patterns or outliers within a peer group, industry or portfolio. 
Additionally, historical data to run scenarios can help with 
adequate risk and performance assessment of ESG factors. 
Having these capabilities in-house is good news for all users 
across the investment management process.

WHAT IS REQUIRED TO FULLY EMBED ESG DATA 
INTO INVESTMENT OPERATIONS?

To overcome the data quality issues outlined above, 
what is required is a process that seamlessly acquires, 
integrates and verifies ESG information. Apart from that, 
a data management function should facilitate the easy 
discoverability and explainability of information and effective 
integration into business user workflows. In short, data 
management should service users from the use case down, 
not from the technology and data sets up.

Specific capabilities should include cross-referencing 
taxonomies and condensing information, for example, to 
report on indicators that serve as either selection thresholds, 
performance KPIs or reporting as in the case of the 32 
mandatory and 18 optional EU ESG indicators.
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ABOUT ALVEO

Alveo is the leader in market data integration and 
analytics solutions for financial services. Focused on 
optimizing data flows for business user self-service, we 
provide cloud-native data aggregation and data quality 
management that enables clients to easily access 
trusted data while maximizing their data ROI.

Through our managed services, we ensure that clients 
can smoothly onboard, prepare and validate data for use 
in operations, trading, investment management, pricing, 
risk, reporting and machine learning.

We service a global client base and our award-winning 
technology provides easy integration into business user 
workflows and a proven platform for advanced analytics. 
Through combining deep domain expertise with latest 
open-source technologies, we help financial institutions 
ensure high quality data, optimize market data cost and 
maximize productivity.

We service a blue-chip client base globally and our 
award-winning solutions provide rigorous processes to 
secure high-quality data, easy integration into business 
user workflows and a trusted environment for advanced 
analytics. Delivered through managed services, cloud or 
on-premise deployment, our highly scalable products 
help the world’s most successful financial institutions 
meet their risk management, valuation, security master 
and operational needs with mission critical reliability.


